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JICMAIL: component parts

Industry lead 
mail 

measurement

1. Open access: 
advertisers 

and agencies 
funded by the 
JICMAIL Levy 

(0.3% of 
postage)

2.

Panel of 
1,000 

households 
per month.
260,000+ 
mail items 
measured

3.



10%

17%

29%

60%

63%

73%

11%

18%

30%

54%*

66%*

77%*

Put it in the usual place

Filed it for reference or records

Put it aside to look at later

Threw it away/recycled

Opened it

Read/looked/glanced at it

Physical Actions (All Mail Types) % of mail items

Q4 2022 Q4 2021

Tracking consumer interactions with mail for over half a 
decade 5

Directional improvements in a 
number of other in-home mail 
actions 

3.

Improvements in mail open 
and read rates1.
There has been an increase 
in the amount  of mail being 
retained in the home for the 
third quarter in a row

2.

Source: JICMAIL Item Data Q4 2021  n=12,031 mail items; Q4 2022 n=10,669
* Statistically Significant at 95% confidence level



5%

3%

4%

5%

6%

13%

5%

3%

4%

5%

6%

14%

Made a purchase

Called the sender

Used a tablet or smartphone

Looked up my account details

Went online for more information

Discussed with someone

Commercial Actions (All Mail Types) % of mail items

Q4 2022 Q4 2021

Providing a unique perspective on mail effectiveness 6

Consumer self-reported 
purchase rates closely align 
with campaign level data (see 
upcoming Response Rate 
Tracker release).

3.

Mail prompts brand discovery 
through discussions and online 
searches.

1.

Mail triggers customer interaction 
online and via telephone.2.

Source: JICMAIL Item Data Q4 2021  n=12,031 mail items; Q4 2022 n=10,669



Ground-breaking mail attention research

£0.19 £0.19
£0.16 £0.16 £0.15 £0.15

£0.10
£0.07

Social
Display

Business
Mail

TV 15
second

Direct
Mail

Press Desktop
Display

Door
Drops

Out of
Home

Cost Per Minute

HIGHEST ATTENTION EFFICIENCY 

Source: JICMAIL / Kantar attention pilot study June 2022.; Lumen; TVision; Kite Factory CPM data
Warning: pilot study data only - subject to change in advance of full data release in Q1 2023



Just launched: The JICMAIL Response Rate Tracker

Cold Direct Mail 
Response Rate:

1.0%
Warm Direct Mail 
Response Rate:

10.9%
All Direct Mail 

Response Rate:

5.1%



Why measurement matters

EFFECTIVENESS AD FRAUD DOMINANCE OF GAMA



Mind the Measurement Gap 10



Four groups of effectiveness metrics identified by the DMA



Of the effectiveness metrics identified….



Not much improvement in 2021



Ad mail is the channel most focused on meaningful 
measurement metrics



Above average measurement promotes above average 
effectiveness



Opinions from a cross section of the industry 16



Key measurement guidance

Create 
measurement 
plan upfront

Link to 
business 

objectives

Client 
communication

Joined-up 
thinking

No silver bullets Measurement in 
the real world

Plug the multi-
channel gaps Less is more

Metric hierarchy Get rid of jargon



Getting the most out of 
JICMAIL when entering 
the DMA Awards

18



Where JICMAIL can add value to your results 19

STRATEGY CREATIVITY RESULTS

• Interaction rates by 
mail type

• Audience targeting 
by sector

• Predicted campaign 
reach and 
impressions

• Mail content most 
likely to drive 
campaign outcomes

• Mail journeys

• Commercial impact 
rate

• Commercial 
outcomes

• Custom campaign 
research



What JICMAIL tells us about 2022’s winners 20



The Creative Consultancy: Royal Mail 'OPEN DOOR' boxes 21



The Brief 22



Strategy: professionals working in retail are under-targeted 
with mail but show high engagement rates 23



Creativity: prominent contact mechanism (e.g. QR codes) get 
high engagement from time-poor senior professionals 24



Results: Significant uplift in Royal Mail mail engagement in 
2020 25



Results: Commercial metrics are the ones that really matter 
and tell a story of full-funnel effects 26



Armadillo and Cunard: Queen Anne – The next in a fine line 27



The Brief 28



Strategy: The crucial 55-64 year old age groups show the 
highest engagement levels with travel DM 29



Creativity: Cunard has super-charged it’s share of door mat 
in order to maximise creative cut through and impact 30



Results: one off mail journeys reveal how Cunard mail has 
driven in-home interaction 31



Results: Cunard mail is shared, forming part of a household 
purchase decision making process 32



Results: the commercial impact rate benchmark is a good 
predictor of success 33



OddBox & Whistl: Show me the Growth - Sustainable Expansion 34



The Brief 35



Strategy: Door Drops are a cost-efficient acquisition channel 36



Creativity: vouchers and coupons plus content marketing are 
strong digital traffic drivers 37

Door Drop content most likely to drive website visits



Results: x10 ROI when measuring the full effects of Door 
Drops 38



Get in touch to get access to JICMAIL….

jicmail.org.uk

ian@jicmail.org.uk

linkedin.com/company/jicmail

@jicmailuk



Questions
• James Ray, CEO, Armadillo

• Teresa Sullivan, Managing Creative Director, The Creative Consultancy

• Sonia Hitzelberger, Director of Sales, Whistl
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Closing comments
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• Ian Gibbs, Director of Data, JICMAIL



Feedback Link
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